
ScienceVision Video Plan
Topic: Colour’s magic

Main Ideas:

Biology Experiment
- The role of chlorophyll and other pigments in photosynthesis: Ian does

Yasamin explains
- Chlorophyll chromatography experiment (with a variety of leaves

and acetone)
- Briefly outline photosynthesis and the need for other pigments, such

as carotenoids
- Show how different plants use different pigments to their advantage

Chemistry Experiment
- Oxidation states determine colour: Ian does, Ian explains

- Starch test with iodine (tapioca starch with Betadine)
- Explain why different oxidation states/valence electrons determine

the colour of a compound, polyiodine ions (simplified version)
- Outline more examples, such as red cabbage indicators,

phenolpthalein, etc.



Physics Experiment
- Bubbles with thin film interference : Yasamin does, Ian explains

- Create a soapy solution and make a large soap film.
- Dark room with a flashlight shining on a large bubble (take slow-mo

video around 30 seconds in length)
- Allow it to sit upright similar to the picture, and take a decently long

slow-mo clip of the colours changing.

-
- Blowing bubbles into the air: All three of us doing it at the end of the video

Slow-mo blowing bubbles with the colour swirls from the original
experiment in the background.

- Credits: To the ScienceVision organisers, teachers and all students who
participated in the competition (as well as ourselves)

Script
Ian: Welcome to our video about colour’s magic, viewed from the lenses of science!



[Present introduction slide] In this video, we will be bringing the beauty and mystery of colour
to you via simple kitchen experiments! What experiments, exactly? Stay with us for more
after this short break.

Ian: [Montage of me going to the supermarket, show ScienceVision logo] This video is
sponsored by, well no one, but we thank all our team leaders, ScienceVision organisers,
parents, teachers and fellow competitors for making this such a great experience. You have
really made us push our limits and expand our knowledge further than we could have ever
imagined.

[music interlude]

Ian: Well, break’s over! Now, I’ll hand over to Yasamin to show how colour’s magic can be
seen in the most ordinary of things, starting from [pause] a couple of vegetables (show
vegetables on chopping board on kitchen table).

Yasamin: Thanks, Ian! [show video of experiment in background] Most of you will know that
plants contain a pigment called chlorophyll, which is key in photosynthesis to absorb light
and convert it into energy, producing oxygen and glucose. But, there isn’t just one pigment
that plants use to capture light. Rather, there is a whole spectrum of pigments with different
colours, just look at the vibrant colours of carrots, tomatoes and corn. [show different
vegetables on screen and show time-lapse of chromatography, annotating the different
pigments].

Why so many pigments, you ask, and why can’t plants be black to absorb the most light?
Well, one theory says that to avoid damage from too much sunlight, the green chlorophyll
near the surface allows some green light to instead go deeper into the leaf, where other
pigments can absorb it with ease.

Ian: Sorry for the interruption, Yasamin, but just an update. It is true that most plants use
chlorophyll A as their photosynthesising pigment, however, it still remains a mystery why
plants use it in the first place. Whilst certainly the different pigments help to absorb light
throughout the leaf, why would plants reflect so much energetic green light? One thing is for
certain, colour is a very important variable with regards to photosynthesis.

Oh, time’s up for me! I’ll hand over to Ian to explain the chemistry behind why substances
are the colour they are.

Ian: Hello again! Thanks, Yasamin! Now, I’ll talk about why objects are the colour they are
from the perspective of chemistry! [show experiment with starch and iodine]. What I’m doing
in this experiment is the classic “starch test”, where iodine is added to a starch compound (in
this case, tapioca starch), which causes a really nice colour change. But how does this work,
exactly?

In a nutshell, the electrons around an atom can only absorb certain frequencies of light, as
they are restricted to certain “steps” or energy levels around the nucleus. Both the number
and arrangement of electrons in an atom determine a compound’s colour.



For example, iodine is not very soluble in water, so it is mixed with potassium iodide to form
the ion complex I3-, which has a slight brownish colour [show iodine drops and I-3 space-filling
model with annotations]

When it is mixed with starch, the polymer amylose [show experiment and amylose structure
at the same time] and the polyiodide will combine into a new complex. The iodine atoms will
rearrange themselves, also rearranging the electrons inside. This absorbs different
wavelengths of light, reflecting some blue light back into our eyes.

Ian: Now, we’ll talk about the physics behind colour and to do that, we’re going to need
some bubbles [bubble-blowing montage]. [show slo-mo of bubbles swirling] What you’re
seeing here is thin film interference, where light reflects off both the top of a thin film and the
bottom of the film. These light waves interfere with each other with some really interesting
effects [show visual of thin-film interference]. Now, for most wavelengths of light, these
waves cancel out, but for certain wavelengths, these waves constructively interfere, causing
a strong reflection [show formula], given by this formula. Now, as the bubble wobbles and
wavers, the film thickness also changes, reflecting different colours of light, making some
very beautiful patterns.

[All three of us blow bubbles with the bubble patterns superimposed]

Ian: Thanks for watching this video!

[Show credits]

Research Notes:
Physics:

- Thin film interference (2dn=mλ), occurs when a film of one medium is

above another medium, e.g., oil on water. For certain frequencies and film
thicknesses, the reflection off the surface of the film and the bottom of the
film constructively interfere.

Chemistry:
- Starch contains a polymer called amylose, which is insoluble in water and

forms a colloid.



- Iodine is not soluble in water on its own, so potassium iodide is added. The
resulting ion complex has a brownish colour, however, when it’s inside
amylose, it takes a dark blue colour.

- Other examples of this include pH indicators, whose protonated and
unprotonated forms have different colours.

-

Biology:
- Four types of pigments: chlorophylls (green), anthocyanins (reds,

purples and blues), carotenoids (yellow, red and orange) and
betalains (red-violet and yellow)

- The main pigment is chlorophyll A, but numerous other pigments
exist that absorb different wavelengths of light.

- These other pigments help channel light energy to chlorophyll A and
prevent too much energy from being absorbed in too small an area,
which could lead to the plant’s equivalent of a sunburn.

Experiments
- Bubbles/thin film interference (physics)
- Different oxidation states produce different colours (red cabbage

indicator, starch and iodine) (chemistry)
- Chlorophyll chromatography with leaves (biology)
- Chameleons? (they change colour by changing the arrangement of crystals in their skin) (biology)
- Theoretical experiment for biology: Use single-slit diffraction on a white light and on the end, have black paper everywhere except for the peaks in the diffraction pattern for a specific wavelength (blue)
- Start with something cliche, like the double slit experiment : Ian
- Human blue and green eyes come from interference : Yasamin
- Animals and their bright colours (interference, sends visual messages to potential predators, chameleons?) : Yasamin/Ian?
- List all examples that we can think of : Yasamin
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